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Abstract: A very compact (device area around 40 μm2) optical ammonia sensor based on a
microring resonator is presented in this work. Silicon-on-insulator technology is used in
sensor design and a dye doped polymer is adopted as sensing material. The sensor exhibits
a very good linearity and a minimum detectable refractive index shift of sensing material
as low as 8x10-5, with a detection limit around 4 ‰.
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1. Introduction
Ammonia (NH3) concentration measurement has a great importance in many scientific and
technological areas. In environmental monitoring, automotive and chemical industry, electronic and
optical ammonia sensors are widely used [1]. Recently the possibility to diagnose by ammonia sensing
certain diseases, as ulcer or kidney disorder, has been proved. For example, NH3 concentration level
measurement in exhaled air is a fast and non-invasive method to detect the presence of Helicobacter
pylori bacterial stomach infection [2].
The most frequently used technique in commercial ammonia detectors is based on SnO2 [3] and
MoO3 [4] semiconductor thin films. These sensors are mainly used in combustion gas detectors or gas
alarm systems, but they show some limitations in reproducibility, stability, sensitivity and selectivity.
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Other approaches to NH3 sensing are based on potentiometer electrodes [5], infrared gas analyzers [6]
and conducting polymers [7].
Different kinds of optical ammonia concentration sensors, based on monitoring the absorption or
fluorescence characteristics of sensing films deposited onto an optical fiber, have been reported [8-9].
An integrated optical ammonia sensor based on a Y-junction has been reported in [10]. This sensor
employs a deposited sensing film whose absorbance (dependent on ammonia concentration in the
surrounding ambient) is continuously measured and exhibits a detection limit around 1ppm. Ammonia
concentration estimation by this sensor implies an optical power differential measure at the output of
the two Y-junction arms.
In recent years, integrated optical sensors have attracted considerable attention because of their
immunity to electromagnetic interference, high sensitivity, good compactness and robustness and high
compatibility with fiber networks [11]. A great variety of guided-wave optical sensors has been
proposed, such as those based on directional couplers [12], Mach–Zehnder interferometers [13],
grating-assisted couplers [14], and optical microcavities [15].
In particular, optical microring resonators, widely used in add–drop filters, optical switches, ring
lasers and WDM multiplexers, are showing very attractive features for sensing applications, permitting
to realize highly sensitive immunochemical optical biosensors [16-18]. In this paper we design,
optimize and 3D simulate an integrated optical microring resonator-based ammonia sensor. Device
sensitivity dependence on waveguide optical and geometrical parameters is investigated. Sensor
detection limit is also analyzed.
2. Sensing Principle
The architecture of a very compact microring resonator-based sensor in Silicon on Insulator (SOI)
technology is sketched in Figure 1(a). A ridge structure has been adopted as waveguide (this kind of
sub-micrometer guiding structure is also indicated as silicon photonic wire), as in Figure 1(b), and
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) doped with Bromocresol Purple (BCP) has been used as cladding
layer.

Figure 1. (a) Ammonia sensor architecture. (b) Ridge guiding structure adopted in sensor design.

Optical absorption changes of PMMA-BCP system, due to interaction with ammonia, has been
proved [19] either when PMMA-BCP is exposed to dry ammonia (in this case PMMA-BCP sample is
put in a chamber filled by ammonia diluted with pure nitrogen to a molar concentration of 5%) or
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when PMMA-BCP is exposed to a vapor of conventional medical ammonia spirit (65% alcohol). This
optical absorption change produces a shift in polymer refractive index at wavelengths outside the
material absorption band, according with the Kramers-Krönig relationship:

ΔnPMMA− BCP ( λ ) =

c

π

Δα PMMA− BCP ( Λ )
dΛ
λ 2 − Λ2
0

∞

p∫

(1)

where Δn is the PMMA-BCP refractive index change, λ is the wavelength at which Δn is calculated, c
is the light speed in vacuum, p stands for the principal value of the integral, and Δα is the PMMA-BCP
absorption coefficient change.
Since PMMA-BCP absorption band extends from 350 nm to 450 nm, then polymer interaction with
NH3 causes a refractive index shift at wavelengths around 1550 nm, given by [19]:

ΔnPMMA− BCP ( λ ,C ) = F ( λ ,λ0 ) ε ( λ0 ) vt Sb pC

(2)

where λ0 is the absorption band central wavelength, F(λ, λ0) is the proportionality factor between
absorption and index changes, vt is the total number of BCP molecules per PMMA unit of volume, Sb
is the reagent-analyte binding constant, p is the polymer permeability factor and C is the ammonia
ambient concentration.
Thus, a PMMA-BCP refractive index change determinates an effective index N change of mode
propagating around the ring resonator. Microring resonant wavelength λR is related to effective index
by the following relation:

λR =

NL
m

(3)

where m is the resonant mode order (m is an integer number) and L is the ring resonator length.
Effective index change implies a microring resonant wavelength shift (as schematically reported in
Figure 2). Measuring the resonance wavelength shift around 1550 nm, it is possible to estimate the
ammonia concentration in gaseous medium surrounding the sensor. The adoption of wavelengths
around 1550 nm for optical sensing allows the additional advantage to use standard telecom
equipments as lasers, photodetectors and so on.
3. Device Sensitivity
The device sensitivity is one of the most important and critical aspect in sensor design and its
theoretical estimation depends on a number of device geometrical and physical parameters. Sensitivity
of the designed sensor can be expressed as:

ΔλR ΔλR ΔN
=
Δnc ΔN Δnc

(4)

where λR is around 1550 nm and whose shift is measured to estimate the ammonia concentration, N is
the ring mode effective index and nc is the cladding layer refractive index.
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Figure 2. Proposed ammonia sensor operating principle.

Variation rate of N (as ΔN/Δnc) has been numerically estimated by a commercial mode solver [20]
for bent waveguides based on Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method, by varying nc in a narrow
range and observing the corresponding shift of N. The resonance wavelength incremental change (as a
ratio between ΔλR and ΔN) has been analytically estimated using the approach proposed in [21],
obtaining the following formula:
0
ΔλR ⎡ N ( nc , λR ) ∂N
=⎢
−
ΔN ⎢
∂λ
λR
⎣

⎤
⎥
λ = λR ⎥
⎦

−1

(5)

where nc0 is the PMMA-BMC refractive index before any interaction with ammonia. In equation (5),
N(nc0, λr) and its derivative with respect to λ have been numerically estimated by ADI method. By Eq.
(5), it is possible to obtain the relationship:
0
ΔλR ΔN ⎡ N ( nc , λR ) ∂N
⎢
=
−
Δnc Δnc ⎢
∂λ
λR
⎣

⎤
⎥
λ = λR ⎥
⎦

−1

(6)

useful to make accurate estimations of the proposed sensor sensitivity. Thus, we have investigated the
device sensitivity dependence on ridge height (h) and width (w), for different values of microring
resonator radius (R) (see Figure 3 and 4). It can be observed the sensitivity as nearly independent from
R, whereas it exhibits a quadratic dependence on w and h. Moreover, it depends more strongly on ridge
height than on its width.
To find optical and geometrical parameters affecting the device sensitivity, we have investigated
how all quantities in formula (6) are influenced by waveguide electromagnetic properties. According
with variational theorem for dielectric waveguides, we can write:
2
ΔN 2nc0
=
E dxdy
∫∫
Δnc η0 P cladding

∂N
∂λ

=−
λ = λR

2
⎤
1 ⎡
2
2
−1
⎢ ∫∫ n ( x, y )η0 E + η0 H dxdy ⎥
λR P ⎣ ∞
⎦

(7)

(8)
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where P is the integral of time-averaged Poynting vector component along the propagation direction z,,
n(x,y) is the waveguide refractive index profile, and η0 is the free space impedance.

Figure 3. Device sensitivity versus ridge height, numerically estimated by formula (6) (quasi-TM mode).

By using (6), (7) and (8), the device sensitivity can be written as:

2nc0 λR

∫∫

2

E dxdy

ΔλR
cladding
≅
2
Δnc η PN ( n 0 , λ ) + n 2
c
R
core ∫∫ E dxdy
0

(9)

core

where ncore is the core layer refractive index and some additive contributions at denominator can be
neglected. Relationship (9) shows how sensitivity strongly depends on the index contrast between
cladding and core layers. By decreasing this contrast, it is possible to improve the sensitivity, but this
strategy implies an increase of microring radius to avoid too large bend radiation losses.
4. Sensor Design and Simulation
In our design we have chosen a 300 nm high and 250 nm width ridge waveguide and a microring
radius of 3 μm. The optical sensor has been 3D simulated using Finite-Difference Time-Domain
(FDTD) technique [22]. Waveguide modal behavior has been investigated and a single-mode condition
has been satisfied (see profile of quasi-TM single mode in Figure 5).
In absence of any change of cladding refractive index, optical propagation in the microring has been
simulated as in Figure 6, and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of electric field y component has been
calculated at the output cross section (see Figure 7). When no cladding interaction with ammonia
occurs, the ring exhibits a resonance wavelength at 1545.33 nm. Then, shift from this resonance
wavelength due to PMMA-BCP refractive index change has been calculated. Since ammonia diluted
with pure nitrogen to a molar concentration of 5% should induce a PMMA-BCP refractive index
change around 10-3 [19], the resonance wavelength shift produced by cladding refractive index shift
varying from 1x10-3 to 9x10-3 has been sketched, as in Figure 8. A very good linearity can be
observed.
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Figure 4. Device sensitivity versus ridge width, numerically estimated by formula (6) (quasi-TM mode).

Figure 5. Quasi-TM mode propagating in proposed sensor waveguide.

Figure 6. Optical propagation in microring sensor in absence of any change of cladding refractive index.
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Figure 7. Field component Ey DFT at output cross section.

Figure 8. Shift in resonance wavelength versus shift in cladding layer refractive index.

Proposed sensor sensitivity, as ΔλR/Δnc, has been calculated by 3D FDTD simulations, obtaining a
value of 132 nm. This value exhibits a good agreement with that estimated by formula (6).
Since microring resonance wavelengths are more than 20 nm spaced whereas maximum resonance
wavelength shift over the sensor operating range is below 2 nm, the minimal detectable cladding
refractive index shift also depends on accuracy in estimating the resonance wavelength shift. If a
tunable laser (operating around 1550 nm) and a photodetector are used to this aim, a minimum
detectable wavelength shift of 10 pm should be obtainable. Therefore, a minimum detectable cladding
refractive index shift below 8x10-5 should be achievable by our approach. Minimum detectable
ammonia concentration change is then estimated as around 4 ‰. This detection limit value is
significantly less accurate than that reported for other guided-wave optical ammonia sensors (see, for
example, that reported in [10]). However, our SOI integrated sensor approach is significantly more
compact (device area around 40 μm2). Moreover, since our sensor readout technique is based on the
estimation of a wavelength shift (wavelength interrogation), it is intrinsically more immune to optical
noise than any other integrated sensing device where the readout technique is based on amplitude
estimation or a comparison of optical powers (amplitude interrogation). Finally, adoption of SOI
technology permits the full integration of the optical/electronic readout circuit on the same sensor chip
to be realized.
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Finally, device sensitivity to ammonia concentration change is limited by the temperature influence
on cladding refractive index. It has been already demonstrated [23] that each degree of temperature
shift produces a change in PMMA refractive index of about 1x10-5. Therefore, it is necessary to keep
constant the gas temperature with high accuracy in order to detect an ammonia concentration change
that produces a cladding refractive index shift lower than 8x10-5.
5. Conclusions
We have designed, simulated and optimized a very compact (about 40 μm2) integrated optical
ammonia sensor. Polymethylmethacrylate doped with Bromocresol Purple has been adopted as sensing
material because its refractive index around 1550 nm changes after appropriate interaction with NH3.
Proposed device exhibits a very good linearity over a wide range, a sensitivity of 132 nm and it is able
to reveal a sensing layer refractive index change as low as 8x10-5 and an ammonia concentration
change around 4 ‰.
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